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#FOODWITHAFOCUS 
"To create accessible opportunities for everyone,

everywhere, to rebuild their lives"
- Jayden Wilson, Founder of Rise Up Catering



OUR
VALUES

Integrity - doing the right

thing when no one is

watching.

Connection - heart over

task; prioritising connecting

with each other day to day.

Community - doing life

together, we believe no one

should do life alone.



Past Winners
Hear about some positive

experiences from people

that have undertaken the

course.



Hayley S.
The cooking class helped me gain confidence in

the kitchen. Jayden not only showed me the

general skills for cooking, but also how to cook

really nice yet affordable meals. I would

recommend the cooking classes to anyone and

everyone. 

Jayden is a great leader and his teaching skills

are very easy to understand, even for beginners.

My experience was one of the best experiences I

have had. I developed great cooking skills, and

had loads of fun and laughter throughout. The

format of the lessons allowed me to connect with

Jayden and the entire cooking class on another

level. I have developed friendships for life.



Russell C.
Jayden's cooking class gave me the confidence

that I can cook at home. They gave me the

knowledge around what utensils to use and the

ways in which left overs can be incorporated to

make delicious meals and reduce food wastage.

Jayden is really passionate about his cooking, his

skills match his passion and he is an overall great

guy who loves to see people excel, not just in the

kitchen. The class that I did with Jayden helped

me in more ways than he will ever know. His

generous heart allows him to

understand the needs of many people. I

loved every moment of our cooking classes as it

helped me create bonds with people who I am

still close friends with today. We had laughs and

made memories I’ll never forget. It was like a

family.



I participated in Jayden’s cooking class at

Youth. I was mind blown at the amount of

wisdom and knowledge he had to share. He

incorporates his knowledge and wisdom of God

into the wonders and creativity of his cooking

lesson. He shared it all openly and made it real.

He was himself with no vail covering his true

self. He was open to questions and to sharing

his wide expertise in cooking and life. His

passion to share God to the world is inspiring

and contagious. He is easy to like and you

always have a good time when you're around

him. It is hard to put into words the impact he

had on everyone’s life. To put it simply, he is a

strong man of God and God is working

wonders into his life, his cooking and his ability

to teach. When he was teaching us, it didn’t

feel like a class or an educational time, it felt

like a gift openly given. He is an inspiring man

and a role model for all ages.



HOME CHEF
Course Outline



Home Chef

8 Week

Life Skills Program



Lesson Outline:

In this class we will learn how to lay the

foundations for success in the kitchen.

As a chef I have learnt that successful

planning is the key to a positive time in the

kitchen.

You will be provided with a selection of

three ingredient dinners and desserts

which we will cook and taste.

The class will finish with a question and

answer segment.

Week 1



Lesson Outline:

You will be provided with a selection of

ingredients for a blind tasting.

After the tasting the students will

brainstorm various ways to use each

ingredient.

The class will finish with using the

ingredients to cook a quick and easy meal.

Week 2



Lesson Outline:

This week I will let you inside the mind of a

chef.

I will demonstrate how common mistakes

are made in the kitchen.

I will teach you how to solve food

problems and achieve a positive result.

Together we will make some recipes that

are commonly difficult.

We make sorbet!!

Task the students taking a photo of their

fridge and freezer in preparation for next

week.

Week 3



Lesson Outline:

This week we focus on the effective use of

leftovers.

We will look at the students photos and

brainstorm what meals can be made with

the ingredients that are already in there.

We will come up with a selection of staple

items in order to make three quick and

easy dinners.

You will receive a handout this week which

lists my suggestions of staple items for

your fridge, freezer and pantry.

Week 4



Lesson Outline:

This week there will be a mystery box

challenge!

The students will be divided into smaller

groups.

Each group will choose a box containing a

selections of ingredients with a recipe.

Our focus is learning how to successfully

read recipes.

Week 5



Lesson Outline:

This weeks class will focus on presentation

in various settings. 

We will look at how to set up tables for a

dinner party, how to creatively design and

set up platters and how to match different

food textures on a plate.

Week 6



Lesson Outline:

Excursion! For this class we will meet at a

local shopping centre and head to the

food court with $10 each.

The challenge is to buy something you

wouldn't usually order. We will place all the

food in the middle and taste as a group.

We will also visit Kmart to have a look at

the different items of kitchen equipment

and learn what they are used for.

We will finish this class with splitting into

smaller groups to write a three course

menu

We will then begin planning it for our

family dinner next week!

Week 7



Lesson Outline:

The program will finish with a family dinner

to celebrate.

Each student is able to bring up to two

people from their family.

We will cook them a three course dinner

using the skills learnt throughout the

course.

Students are required to set up the tables,

cook and serve the meals. 

This class will run a bit longer to ensure

there is enough time for cooking and clean

up. (It will typically be held on a weekend).

Week 8



Following up.

This is a follow up with the class to give

everyone an opportunity to share their

experiences, both positive and negative, and

set personal goals for where they can grow

and improve. 

What went well? 

What went wrong? 

What could you do differently next time? 

Debrief



You will learn how to:

Read and follow recipes  
Effectively use leftovers
Host a successful dinner party
Plan and shop using a weekly family menu 
Fix basic and common food mistakes 
Present fruit and cheese platters and understand food
presentation 
Understand and use a range of standard home kitchen
equipment
Understand and use advanced kitchen equipment 
Provide breakfast, lunch, dinners, and some sweets for
themselves and their families
leave with at least 10 recipes.
Expand on standard skills throughout there life
Laugh and make connections in and out of the kitchen

We will be gifting you with our Key Kitchen Document Kit
valued at over $100, as well as all of these skills and
memories that will last a life time for, @ only $135  per
class!

Value Added



HOME CHEF DOCUMENTS 

Menu Planner
Prep List
Wastage Tracker
Equipment List



THANK YOU 

CONTACTS

PHONE: :
0448844553
EMAIL:
JAYDEN@RISEUPCATERING.COM

FOLLOW US

INTAGRAM @RISEUPCATERING
FACEBOOK@RISEUPCATERING1


